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BOR Policy 5:5:1 – Tuition and Fees: On-Campus Tuition 

 

BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION 

 At the May 2018 community forum a question was posed to the Board about why the Board 

of Regents institutions did not offer free tuition and health insurance to graduate assistants. 

Board members indicated a desire to review existing policies related to each of these topics, 

and the history and context around this issue.  

 

 Graduate Student Health Insurance 

Prior to the Affordable Care Act (ACA), the Board of Regents (BOR) provided a 

health insurance option to all student employees that allowed them to enroll in an 

affordable health plan through Avera Health Plans (AHP). This plan was put in 

place primarily to provide international students a health plan option, and those 

students were required to enroll in the plan unless they met specific waiver 

requirements. The plan was classified as a master policy with individual certificates 

and the system was required to treat it as an individual plan versus a group plan.  

 

When ACA requirements came into effect in 2014, the BOR plan would have 

experienced a 60% increase in premiums for the primary age group of the plan (over 

age 20). At that time, 70% of the population of the health plan were international 

students, and most students who are enrolled in our universities with F1 or J1 visas 

are not required to participate in an ACA eligible plan. The campuses expressed 

significant concern about their ability to recruit international students if we 

continued to require this plan.  As a result, August 2014 the Board eliminated the 

student health plan through AHP and allowed the staff to find alternative health 

plan options that met the needs of the international student population.  

https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/Documents/3-14.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/5-22.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/5-5-1.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/the-board/agendaitems/Documents/2014/August/11_T_BOR0814.pdf
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In the fall of 2014, Board staff also sought quotes for the cost of a graduate assistant 

group health plan. After submitting data on the graduate assistant population, 

DakotaCare provided an estimated $4,500 per year per person premium. The 

Mercer's 2017 National Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Plans states that the 

average annual increase for large employer-sponsored health plans is 3%, applying 

that to the initial premium through fiscal year 2019, the premiums would likely be 

at a minimum rate of $5,064 per individual. In spring 2018, there were 

approximately 1,260 graduate assistants on payroll, this would result in a minimum 

annual cost of $6,380,640 across the Regental system.  

 

In addition, ARSD 55:08:01:01 defines benefit eligible employees as “a permanent 

full-time employee, permanent part-time employee, a retiree under 65 years of age, 

or an employee employed by a participating unit who has worked an average of 30 

hours or more per week during a 12 month period, as defined by the Patient 

Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010”, thus if a graduate assistant works 30 

hours or more on average over our annual look-back period, they would be required 

to enroll in the state health insurance plan. The FY19 employer paid premium for 

benefit eligible employees is $8,470. At this established rate the current annual cost 

would be $10,672,200 for the Regental system if all graduate assistants were 

eligible for the state employee health plan.  BOR has implemented tracking systems 

to monitor the compensable hours that graduate assistants work to ensure 

compliance with the federal regulations and state administrative rule.  

 

In 2015, the Business Affairs Council (BAC) formed a task force to review graduate 

assistant stipends and tuition waivers. South Dakota State University also 

completed research at this time on graduate student health insurance and found that 

there was not a clear market-standard for graduate assistant health insurance and 

that it varied not only by institution, but by programs within an institution. The 

report from the task force can be found in Attachment I.   

 

Graduate Student Compensation 

Consistent with BOR Policy 5:22, graduate assistants are compensated through 

stipends and reduced tuition, with the exception of SDSU who provides a stipend 

and waives tuition. The estimated value of the reduced tuition for a resident would 

be $152.48 per credit and $414.35 per credit for a nonresident.  For a full-time 

student this would be $3,659 for a resident or $9,944 for a nonresident.  The 

estimated value of waived tuition at SDSU for a resident graduate assistant would 

be $7,825 per academic year or $15,044 for a nonresident. 

 

At the May 2018 meeting, the Board set FY19 minimum stipends in the amount of 

$3,758 per semester and $939 per four-week session for BHSU, NSU and DSU, 

$3,907 per semester and $976 per four-week session at SDSM&T, and amount of 

$3,898 per semester and $974 per four-week session at USD.  
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However, each institution utilizes a range for graduate assistant stipends depending 

on the program, degree level and funding sources. This information is outlined 

below by campus for FY18.  The graduate counts that follow are an unduplicated 

count for a student who worked one or more terms in FY18. 

 

Black Hills State University 

BHSU had 22 graduate assistants. Their stipend amounts range from $1,000 to 

$1,386 per month, the duration of the assistantships range from 8-12 months.   

 

Dakota State University 

DSU had 58 graduate assistants, with a mix of master’s and doctoral level 

assistantships. The rates established there are $1,878 per month for master’s level 

graduate assistants and $3,015 per month for doctoral level, these do not 

differentiate between programs.  

 

Northern State University 

NSU had 43 graduate assistants. They do not pay a differential between programs, 

and their monthly stipend was $835.11 per month.  

 

SD School of Mines & Technology 

SDSM&T had 150 graduate assistants. PhD programs with state funding 

(Nanoscience and Nanoengineering, Physics, Chemical and Biological 

Engineering, and Biomedical Engineering) typically offer $25,000 to $32,000 for a 

12 month appointment, usually in the form of a half time teaching assistantship 

(GTA) and half time research assistantship (GRA). PhD and MS students enrolled 

in programs without state funding are paid from research grants, usually at a rate of 

$25,000 for a 12 month appointment, if funding is available through an individual 

faculty member’s grant.  Approximately 30% of PhD students are enrolled without 

graduate assistantships.   Approximately 55% of MS students are enrolled without 

graduate assistantships.  Most GTA’s were paid the minimum stipend, $3,904 for 

10 hours per week or $7,814 for 20 hours per week, per semester.    

 

South Dakota State University 

SDSU had 709 graduate assistants.  SDSU is currently the only campus that waives 

tuition for graduate assistants, however, the students still pay general activity fees 

(GAF). In addition to tuition waivers, the GAs are also paid a minimal stipend, 

which differentiates based on programs. SDSU determines the differential by 

compare to the Oklahoma Graduate Assistant Salary Survey. 

 

When SDSU implemented the tuition waiver, they calculated the 1/3 tuition and 

fees the GA was paying and reduced the stipend based on that amount.  SDSU now 

pays stipends that range from $10,385 to $23,842 for 9 month appointments, and 

$13,847 to $31,789 for those on 12 month assistantships.  
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University of South Dakota         

USD reports 544 graduate assistants in FY18, and they also provides differential 

stipends based upon the program of study. The stipend amounts range from $3,166 

to $28,584. The lower end of the range is per semester, but the higher level stipends 

are for 12 month appointments. The larger stipends are primarily for graduate 

assistants in Med School, Chemistry, Physics and Biomedical Engineering fields. 

The smaller stipends are typically for graduate assistants in support services, 

athletics and liberal arts programs.  

 

Summary 

Based on the information provided by the campuses, one can determine the 

minimum and maximum value of a 12-month graduate assistantship for a resident 

or nonresident given the reduced tuition benefit and the stipend range. 
 

 

Value of 12-Month Assistantship 

     

 Resident Nonresident 

 Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

BHSU  $15,702 $20,334 $21,736 $26,368 

DSU     

  Masters $26,138 $26,138 $32,018 $32,018 

  Doctoral $39,782 $39,782 $45,662 $45,662 

NSU $13,623 $13,623 $19,503 $19,503 

SDSM&T $28,663 $35,663 $35,736 $42,736 

SDSU $21,672 $39,614 $28,891 $46,833 

USD $10,010 $32,262 $16,447 $38,699 

     
 

 

IMPACT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

If all institutions waived tuition for graduate assistants, tuition revenue would be impacted 

by $2,742,206 for the system. Waiving all graduate assistant tuition and providing a student 

health plan for this subset of students would have a significant financial impact.    

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 Attachment I – Task Force Analysis 



 

A PROPOSAL 

To Amend Board of Regents Policy for Graduate Assistant Tuition and 

Fees 

South Dakota State University 

Spring 2015 

The Proposal:  The proposal is to amend SD BOR 5:22 (also 5:5.1) to set tuition at zero and grant a 

continuing waiver of the University Support Fee (USF) and course fees for graduate research, teaching 

and administrative assistants holding an appointment of 49 percent of greater at South Dakota State 

University. 

About fifty (50.0) percent of graduate assistants appointed at the six (6) South Dakota Regental 

universities are enrolled at South Dakota State University.  Typically this totals about 600 graduate 

assistants comprised of 390 research assistants, 185 teaching assistants and 25 administrative assistants.  

The total stipends paid to graduate assistants at South Dakota State exceed $10.0 million annually. 

Effective Date:  FY17 for new and continuing graduate assistants.  Continuing graduate assistants’ 

renewal-of-appointment letters will contain the terms and conditions of appointment aligned with the 

proposal. 

Background:   SD BOR 5:22 requires graduate assistants receiving the minimum stipend set annually by 

the BOR to pay one third (1/3rd) of resident graduate tuition ($73.10 per credit hour in FY16).  In 

addition, graduate assistants are charged the resident University Support Fee ($93.80 per credit hour in 

FY16), applicable course fees and the General Activity Fee ($33.90 per credit hour in FY16).  A standard 

course load for a graduate assistant with a 49 percent appointment is six (6) credit hours per semester 

or twelve (12) credit hours per academic year.   Graduate assistants in FY16, for the academic year, will 

pay: $877.20 in tuition, $1,125.60 in University Support Fees, $406.80 in General Activity Fees, plus 

applicable course fees.  For example, a graduate research assistant in electrical engineering will pay 

$80.00 per credit hour in course fees totaling $960.00 for the academic year, assuming 12 credit hours 

of course work.  Similarly a graduate teaching assistant in biology and a graduate research assistant in 

chemistry will pay $480.00 in course fees per academic year in FY16. 

Excluding course fees, graduate assistants will pay $2,409.60 per academic year in tuition, University 

Support Fees and General Activity Fees, at FY16 prices.  The course fees are in addition and bring the 

total for an electrical engineering research assistant to $3,369.60 and for the teaching assistant in 

biology and research assistant in chemistry to $2,889.60, as examples. 

The proposal is to amend SD BOR 5:22 so tuition is zero and there is a permanent waiver of the 

University Support Fee and of all applicable course fees for graduate assistants with at least a 49 percent 

appointment.  Graduate assistants would continue to pay the General Activity Fee.  Assuming 12 credit 

hours per academic year and the FY16 price of $33.90 per credit hour, this totals $408.80 for the 

academic year. 
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Justification: The proposed changes will significantly enhance the ability of South Dakota State’s 

departments to compete for the very best graduate assistants.  The proposed changes will simplify and 

make more transparent graduate assistantships.  The changes also will align South Dakota State’s 

graduate assistantships more closely with the attributes and characteristics of the very competitive 

regional, national and global graduate assistantship market in which South Dakota State’s graduate 

programs must successfully compete to attract the very best graduate assistants.  

 

Graduate Assistantships and University Managed Resources/Decentralized Budgeting:  With University 

Managed Resources each Regental university retains tuition revenues less the proceeds from the 20 

percent Higher Education Facilities Fund (HEFF) tax.  Under South Dakota State’s decentralized 

budgeting colleges/departments retain tuition, University Support Fee and course fee revenues earned 

by providing educational services to students, who pay tuition, University Support Fees and course fees.  

General Activity Fee revenues are used to fund university-wide student services.  Accordingly, revenues 

from tuition (less the proceeds from the .20 HEFF tax), University Support Fees and course fees paid by 

graduate assistants at South Dakota State are usually retained in total by the college/department where 

the assistant is appointed. 

 

In unusual cases, the revenues might be distributed 80 percent to the department providing the 

teaching service, if the service is not provided by the department where the assistant is a major.  For 

example, revenues paid by a Chemistry graduate research assistant for a course taken in Mathematics 

and Statistics would be allocated 80 percent to Mathematics and Statistics and 20 percent to 

Chemistry/Biochemistry, the home department of the research assistant. 

 

Typically, the main source of income available to graduate assistants to pay their tuition and fee bill is 

their graduate assistantship stipend.   Colleges/departments establish assistantship stipends to 

successfully compete in their respective discipline(s) graduate assistant market.  Graduate assistant 

markets are shaped by supply-demand factors characteristic of each discipline’s market.  Supply-

demand forces, for example, are quite different for the chemistry assistantship market compared to the 

English or journalism assistantship market.  Thus, stipends for assistants reflect these dynamic stochastic 

market factors and the standards of those markets.  Accordingly, South Dakota State 

colleges/departments must ensure the stipends offered prospective graduate assistants are: 1) 

competitive, and 2) reflect any non-standard market conditions unique to SD BOR policy and practices, 

such as the one-third (1/3rd) resident tuition, University Support Fees and course fees charged graduate 

assistants, to succeed in the competition for the very best graduate assistants. 

 

In Figure 1 the flow of graduate assistantship funds under University Managed Resources/decentralized 

budgeting for South Dakota State is illustrated.  Funds to pay teaching and administrative assistant 

stipends are typically institutional funds.  Funds to pay research assistants are typically sponsored 

program funds (grants and contracts), SD Agricultural Experiment Station (AES) funds and institutional 

funds (i.e. the GIS Center for Excellence and the newer state assisted Ph.D. programs, including Electrical 

Engineering, Computational Science and Statistics and Pharmaceutical Sciences.)   

 

Figure 1A, the left side of Figure 1, illustrates the current flow of funds for assistantship stipends under 

SD BOR 5:22 policy.  Funds flow from college/department sources to the graduate assistants as stipends.  

Graduate assistants pay 1/3rd of resident tuition, University Support Fees and course fees plus General 

Activity Fees per current policy.  The General Activity Fee revenues go to support student services, as 
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illustrated.  Net tuition (tuition revenue minus the proceeds from the .20 HEFF tax), University Support 

Fee and course fee revenues flow directly back to the college/department from which they came. 

 

Figure 1B, the left side of Figure 1, illustrates the flow of funds for assistantship stipends if the proposed 

amendment to SD BOR 5:22 is adopted.  Clearly the process is simplified.  A market determined stipend 

flows to the graduate assistants.  There is greater transparency.  The General Activity Fee continues to 

be paid by graduate assistants. 

 

Higher Educational Facility Fund (HEFF) Impact:  South Dakota state law (SDCL §13-53-15) requires that 

20 percent of tuition revenues be deposited into the Higher Education Facilities Fund (HEFF).  For FY15, 

the estimated HEFF tax revenue from tuition paid by South Dakota State graduate assistants for state-

support credit hours was $107,821.  For FY14 the HEFF tax revenues paid by graduate assistants were 

$111,216.  This is 1.14 percent of the approximately $9.7 million paid into the HEFF by all students 

enrolled at South Dakota State in FY14.  For FY12 and FY13 the HEFF tax revenues on tuition paid by 

graduate assistants were $98,872 and $85,592, respectively. 

 

Implications for Sponsored Program Budgets:   Federal regulations (OMB Uniform Guidance; effective 26 

December, 2014) permit grant application budgets to include tuition remission for projects utilizing 

graduate assistants.  Tuition remission is equal to the total amount of tuition and fees that would be 

paid by graduate students less that paid by graduate students on assistantship.  Tuition remission may 

be claimed for all monetary support which is provided to all graduate assistants appointed by a 

university independent of the fund source of the assistantship stipend, i.e. tuition remission can only be 

claimed for all like-students. 

 

 At South Dakota State, under current SD BOR 5:22, the tuition remission line of all grant applications 

submitted is derived from the two thirds (2/3rds) of the resident tuition not paid by graduate assistants 

proposed to be funded if the grant is awarded.  The tuition and fees that will be paid by the graduate 

assistants whose assistantship stipends are funded by the grant and the tuition remission line sum to the 

total of graduate student tuition and fees for graduate students proposed to be on assistantship funded 

by the successful grant.  Conceptually, the purpose for the OMB Uniform Guidance is to fund that part of 

graduate assistants’ education not paid for directly by graduate assistants (i.e. tuition remission). 

 

In implementing the OMB Uniform Guidance under SD BOR 5:22, a pool value is used at South Dakota 

State, not actual computations for graduate assistants whose stipends are paid from grant funds, to 

simplify and provide consistency.  For all awarded grants the amount in the grant application tuition 

remission line is submitted for reimbursement, not an amount determined by the experience of the 

graduate students on assistantship.  To simplify and provide consistency, a per semester tuition amount 

is computed from the Board of Regents adopted tuition and fees schedule.  The per semester FY16 

amount for each graduate assistant is $1,600 and is computed as: ((.667 x $219.35 resident graduate 

tuition per credit hour x 10 credit hours) 1.1) = $1,608.75 (rounded down to $1,600 per semester tuition 

remission per graduate assistant.)  For graduate assistants with a summer term appointment there is a 

comparable computation. 

 

Under the proposed change, the tuition remission budget line would include one hundred percent 

(100%) of resident tuition, University Support Fees and course fees, where applicable, for graduate 

students proposed to be on assistantship if the grant application is successful.  The total revenues 
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received from a successful grant for tuition and fees would be unchanged if this proposal is approved.  

The distribution between that paid by the graduate assistants and that paid by the grant in the tuition 

remission line would be significantly changed, i.e. the tuition remission line would increase and the 

tuition and fees paid by graduate assistants would decrease.  Graduate assistants would pay ONLY 

General Activity Fees.  Funded grants would pay tuition, University Support Fees and relevant course 

fees for graduate assistants through tuition remission. 

 

Evidence from the Graduate Assistantship Market:   Graduate assistantship stipends and the tuition and 

fees paid by graduate assistants are presented in Tables 1 through 8 for selected competitor universities 

and selected disciplines.   Each table is discipline specific, since market supply-demand conditions vary 

by discipline.  Market data for both master’s assistants and Ph.D. assistants are provided, where 

appropriate.  Working with the Graduate School, departments identified a set of competitor universities 

for which assistantship data were collected using common methodology including paper and 

electronic/website document reviews, telephone interviews and email correspondence.   All data are for 

FY15, the 2014-2015 academic year.  Assistantship stipends are normalized to academic year nine (9) 

month appointments, twelve credit hours, or the minimum required by the institution, per academic 

year (for institutions pricing by the credit hour) and 20 hours per week obligation, which is common for 

the half-time assistantship appointment (49 percent appointment for South Dakota State University). 

 

The disciplines selected are representative of the distribution of graduate assistants appointed at South 

Dakota State.  The discipline specific data in the respective tables include FY15 observations from 

selected competitor institutions on 1) gross assistantship stipend, 2) tuition and fees paid by graduate 

assistants and 3) the net stipend (i.e. gross stipend less tuition and fees paid).  In addition summary data 

on health insurance for graduate assistants was collected and is reported in the right-hand column in 

each table. 

 

A commonly observed tuition and fees charged graduate assistants at competitor universities is about 

$2,000 or less per academic year, with many observations under $1,000.  Common in the market is a 

General Activity Fee type of charge.   Frequently, a health insurance premium is included in the 

observations on fees for universities providing some level of graduate assistant health benefits. 

 

The University Support Fee is unique to South Dakota.  An above market-mean reliance on course fees is 

also unique to South Dakota and particularly unique to the science and engineering disciplines at South 

Dakota Regental universities.   The equivalents of these fees at competitor universities are typically 

contained within tuition and are not paid by graduate students on assistantship appointment. 

 

The imposition of the statutorily required Higher Education Facility Fund (HEFF) 20 percent tax on tuition 

in South Dakota and the legacy of pooling tuition revenues prior to University Managed Resources, 

which was adopted in FY12, can be argued to have been the underlying unintentional motivation for a 

more complex and less transparent pricing structure in South Dakota using both universal fees (i.e. 

University Support Fee) and course fees.  Regardless current South Dakota policy derived practices are 

generally different from observed tuition based pricing systems in the marketplace where South Dakota 

State competes for graduate assistants. 

 

The proposed changes will improve the competitive position of South Dakota State University for 

successfully recruiting the very best graduate teaching, research and administrative assistants. 
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Graduate Assistant Health Insurance:   An analysis of observations on graduate assistant health 

insurance did not reveal a clear market-standard.  For example, four of seven Biology and Microbiology 

competitors provide full health insurance benefits, two of seven Chemistry and Biochemistry competitor 

programs provide full health insurance benefits and three of six Pharmaceutical Sciences competitor 

programs provide full health insurance benefits.  A more complete and thorough study of health 

insurance benefits available to graduate assistants and their dependents is needed for a full 

understanding of market-standards. 
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A.  B. 

  
Figure 1. Fund flows for graduate assistant stipends.  A. Grants, contracts and institutional resources are used to 
fund graduate assistant stipends.  Monies from the stipend are used by graduate assistants under current policy 
to pay 1/3rd resident  tuition, University Support Fees, General Activity Fees (GAF), and applicable course fees.  
The revenues from these payments flow to the unit from which the stipend came, less the proceeds from the 20 
percent  Higher Education Facilities Fund (HEFF) tax.   B. The proposed changes removes the requirement for 
graduate assistants with at least 49 percent appointment to pay tuition, University Support Fees and course fees.  
Graduate Assistants would continue to pay GAF.    
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Table 1.  Biology and Microbiology Graduate Assistantships for Selected Universities, Academic Year 2014-2015. 

University Dept. Gross 
Stipend1 

Tuition & Fees Paid 
by Student 

Net 
Stipend2 

Health Insurance 
Provided In Full3 

Master's Programs      

Montana State U Microbiology & Immuno. $16,200 $04 $16,200 Yes 

Colorado State U - Fort Collins Biology $17,100 $1,759 $15,341 Yes 

Southern Illinois U-Carbondale Zoology $14,022 $1,624 $12,398 Yes 

Iowa State U Ecol, Evol Org Biology $17,100 $4,9405 $12,160 Yes 

South Dakota State U Biology & Microbiology $13,827 $2,275 $11,552 No 

North Dakota State U Biology $11,500 $608 $10,892 No 

U Idaho Plant, Soil, Entomology $16,256 $7,8826 $8,374 No 

      

Ph.D. Programs      

Montana State U Microbiology & Immuno. $16,200 $04 $16,200 Yes 

Iowa State U Ecol, Evol Org Biology $17,100 $945 $16,155 Yes 

Colorado State U - Fort Collins Biology $17,100 $1,759 $15,341 Yes 

South Dakota State U Biology & Microbiology $17,194 $2,275 $14,919 No 

North Dakota State U Biology $14,000 $608 $13,392 No 

Southern Illinois U-Carbondale Zoology $14,022 $1,624 $12,398 Yes 

U Idaho Plant, Soil, Entomology $17,548 $7,8826 $9,666 No 
1Academic year stipend for 12 credit hours and 20 hours per week obligation. 

2Arranged in rank order from highest net stipend to lowest. 

3Health insurance provided in full indicates the university pays 100% of the premium for the student.  Universities or departments which 

do not pay for health insurance or pay only a portion of the premium are indicated by ‘No’.  

4Most Montana State program graduate assistants receive all fees paid, unlike other graduate assistant in other programs. 

5 Iowa State U provides only a 50% tuition scholarship for master’s students. 

6U Idaho does not charge out-of-state portion of tuition and fees for graduate assistants but all graduate assistants pay the in-state 

tuition and fee rate.   
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Table 2. Chemistry Graduate Assistantships for Selected Universities, Academic Year 2014-2015. 

University Dept Gross 
Stipend1 

Tuition & 
Fees Paid by 

Student 

Net 
Stipend2 

Health Insurance 
Provided in Full3 

Ph.D. Programs           

     North Dakota State University Chemistry & Biochemistry $22,000 $608 $21,392 No 

Iowa State University Chemistry $18,702 $945 $17,757 Yes 

U of Minnesota  Chemistry $19,125 $1,382 $17,743 No 

U of Wisconsin - Madison Chemistry $19,050 $1,365 $17,685 No 

U of Iowa Chemistry $17,625 $588 $17,037 No 

Colorado State University Chemistry $16,500 $1,759 $14,741 Yes 

South Dakota State University Chemistry & Biochemistry $17,194 $2,540 $14,654 No 
1Academic year stipend for 12 credit hours and 20 hours per week obligation. 

2Arranged in rank order from highest net stipend to lowest. 

3Health insurance provided in full indicates the university pays 100% of the premium for the student.  Universities or departments which 

do not pay for health insurance or pay only a portion of the premium are indicated by ‘No’.  
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Table 3. Electrical Engineering for Selected Universities, Academic Year 2014-2015. 

University Dept Gross 
Stipend1 

Tuition & Fees 
Paid by 
Student 

Net 
Stipend2 

Health Insurance 
Provided in Full3 

Master's Programs      

     U  of North Dakota Electrical Eng $15,300 $560 $14,740 Yes 

    Iowa State University Electrical & Computer Eng $17,100 $4,9404 $12,160 Yes 

    Montana State University Electrical & Computer Eng $12,240 $463 $11,777 No 

    U  of Wyoming Electrical & Computer Eng $11,700 $0 $11,700 Yes 

    South Dakota State Univ Electrical & Computer Eng $13,827 $3,077 $10,750 No 

    North Dakota State Univ Electrical & Computer Eng $10,800 $608 $10,192 No 

      

Ph.D. Programs      

     U of North Dakota Electrical Eng $17,100 $560 $16,540 Yes 

    U  of Wyoming Electrical & Computer Eng $16,263 $0 $16,263 Yes 

    Iowa State University Electrical & Computer Eng $17,100 $945 $16,155 Yes 

    South Dakota State Univ Electrical & Computer Eng $17,194 $3,077 $14,117 No 

    North Dakota State Univ Electrical & Computer Eng $13,500 $608 $12,892 Yes 

    Montana State University Electrical & Computer Eng $12,240 $463 $11,777 No 

 

1Academic year stipend for 12 credit hours and 20 hours per week obligation. 

2Arranged in rank order from highest net stipend to lowest. 

3Health insurance provided in full indicates the university pays 100% of the premium for the student.  Universities or departments which 

do not pay for health insurance or pay only a portion of the premium are indicated by ‘No’.  

4Iowa State U provides only a 50% tuition scholarship for master’s students. 
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Table 4. English Graduate Assistantships for Selected Universities, Academic Year 2014-2015. 

University Dept Gross Stipend1 Tuition & Fees 
Paid by 
Student 

Net Stipend2 Health 
Insurance 
Provided3 

Master's Programs           

Iowa State University English $19,199  $4,9404  $14,259  Yes 

U of North Dakota English $14,623  $677  $13,946  Yes 

South Dakota State Univ English $13,827 $2,261 $11,566 No 

Southern Illinois U-Carbondale English $12,760  $1,624  $11,136  No 

North Dakota State Univ English $10,500  $608  $9,892  No 

U of South Dakota English $12,000  $2,385  $9,615  No 

U  of Nebraska-Lincoln  English $10,440  $839  $9,601  Yes 

St. Cloud State Univ English $10,000  $550  $9,450  No 

Minnesota State Univ-Mankato English $9,000  $453  $8,547  No 
1Academic year stipend for 12 credit hours and 20 hours per week obligation. 

2Arranged in rank order from highest net stipend to lowest. 

3Health insurance provided in full indicates the university pays 100% of the premium for the student.  Universities or departments which 

do not pay for health insurance or pay only a portion of the premium are indicated by ‘No’.  

4Iowa State U provides only a 50% tuition scholarship for master’s students. 
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Table 5. Pharmaceutical Sciences Graduate Assistantships for Selected Universities, Academic Year 2014-2015. 

University Dept Degrees Gross Stipend1 Tuition & 
Fees Paid 
by Student  

Net 
Stipend2 

Health 
Insurance 

Provided in 
Full3 

Ph.D. Programs       

U of Wyoming Biomedical Sciences Ph.D.  $18,800 $0 $18,800 Yes 

Idaho State University Pharmaceutical Sciences Ph.D.  $17,419 $0 $17,419 Yes 

North Dakota State Univ Pharmaceutical Sciences  Ph.D.  $16,000 $608 $15,392 No 

U of Montana Biomedical & 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 

Ph.D.  $15,000 $0 $15,000 No 

South Dakota State Univ Pharmaceutical Sciences Ph.D.  $17,250 $4,543 $12,707 No 

Auburn University Drug Discovery & Devel Ph.D.  $13,500 $1,500 $12,000 Yes 
1Academic year stipend for 12 credit hours and 20 hours per week obligation. 

2Arranged in rank order from highest net stipend to lowest. 

3Health insurance provided in full indicates the university pays 100% of the premium for the student.  Universities or departments which 

do not pay for health insurance or pay only a portion of the premium are indicated by ‘No’.  
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Table 6. Plant Science Assistantships for Selected Universities, Academic Year 2014-2015. 

University Dept Gross 
Stipend1 

Tuition 
& Fees 
Paid by 
Student 

Net 
Stipend2 

Health 
Insurance 
Provided 

in Full3 

Ph.D. Programs           

U of Wisconsin - Madison Agronomy $35,425 $1,365 $34,060 No 

U of Minnesota  Agronomy & Plant Genetics $22,038 $1,382 $20,656 No 

U of Nebraska - Lincoln Agronomy and Horticulture $17,460 $839 $16,621 No 

Iowa State University Agronomy $17,190 $945 $16,245 Yes 

South Dakota State Univ Plant Science  $17,194 $2,275 $14,919 No 
1Academic year stipend for 12 credit hours and 20 hours per week obligation. 

2Arranged in rank order from highest net stipend to lowest. 

3Health insurance provided in full indicates the university pays 100% of the premium for the student.  Universities or departments which 

do not pay for health insurance or pay only a portion of the premium are indicated by ‘No’.  
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Table 7. Wildlife and Fisheries Graduate Assistantships for Selected Universities, Academic Year 2014-2015. 

University Dept Gross 
Stipend1 

Tuition & 
Fees Paid by 

Student  

Net 
Stipend2 

Health Insurance 
Provided in Full3 

Master's Programs           

Virginia Tech Univ Fish & Wildlife Conservation $15,714 $0 $15,714 No 

Pennsylvania State Univ Ecosystem Science & Management $15,579 $465 $15,114 No 

Louisiana State Univ School of Renewable Natural Resources $15,003 $1,961 $13,042 No 

U of Nebraska - Lincoln School of Natural Resources $13,500 $839 $12,661 No 

Mississippi State Univ Wildlife, Fisheries & Aquaculture $12,375 $0 $12,375 No 

South Dakota State Univ Wildlife & Fisheries Sciences $13,827 $2,275 $11,552 No 

North Carolina State Univ Forestry and Environmental Resources $13,122 $2,269 $10,853 Yes 

U of Missouri - Columbia Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences $10,611 $940 $9,671 Yes 

            

Ph.D. Programs           

Mississippi State Univ Wildlife, Fisheries & Aquaculture $17,622 $0 $17,622 No 

Pennsylvania State Univ Ecosystem Science & Management $17,946 $465 $17,481 No 

Virginia Tech Univ Fish & Wildlife Conservation $16,605 $0 $16,605 No 

Louisiana State Univ School of Renewable Natural Resources $17,253 $1,961 $15,292 No 

South Dakota State Univ Wildlife & Fisheries Sciences $17,194 $2,275 $14,919 No 

U of Nebraska - Lincoln School of Natural Resources $15,003 $839 $14,164 No 

North Carolina State Univ Forestry and Environmental Resources $15,003 $2,269 $12,734 Yes 

U of Missouri - Columbia Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences $12,366 $940 $11,426 Yes 
1Academic year stipend for 12 credit hours and 20 hours per week obligation. 

2Arranged in rank order from highest net stipend to lowest. 

3Health insurance provided in full indicates the university pays 100% of the premium for the student.  Universities or departments which 

do not pay for health insurance or pay only a portion of the premium are indicated by ‘No’.   
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Table 8. Mathematics and Statistics Assistantships for Selected Universities, Academic Year 2014-2015. 

University Dept Gross Stipend1 Tuition & Fees 
Paid by Student 

Net Stipend2 Health Insurance Provided 
in Full3  

Master's Programs      

U of Minnesota School of Mathematics $18,000 $1,382 $16,618 No 

South Dakota State Univ Mathematics & Statistics $19,000 $2,540 $16,460 No 

U of Nebraska - Lincoln Mathematics $16,000 $839 $15,161 No 

Colorado State University Mathematics $16,810 $1,759 $15,051 Yes 

North Dakota State Univ Mathematics $14,000 $608 $13,392 No 

Iowa State University Mathematics $16,650 $4,9404 $11,710 No 

Montana State University Mathematical Sciences $12,109 $463 $11,646 No 

Oklahoma State University Mathematics $14,776 $3,889 $10,887 Yes 

      

Ph.D. Programs      

South Dakota State Univ Mathematics & Statistics $22,000 $2,540 $19,460 No 

U of Minnesota School of Mathematics $18,000 $1,382 $16,618 No 

Iowa State University Mathematics $16,650 $945 $15,705 No 

U of Nebraska - Lincoln Mathematics $16,000 $839 $15,161 No 

Colorado State University Mathematics $16,810 $1,759 $15,051 Yes 

North Dakota State University Mathematics $14,000 $608 $13,392 No 

Oklahoma State University Mathematics $17,172 $3,889 $13,283 Yes 

Montana State University Mathematical Sciences $13,005 $463 $12,542 No 
1Academic year stipend for 12 credit hours and 20 hours per week obligation. 

2Arranged in rank order from highest net stipend to lowest. 

3Health insurance provided in full indicates the university pays 100% of the premium for the student.  Universities or departments which 

do not pay for health insurance or pay only a portion of the premium are indicated by ‘No’.  

4 Iowa State U provides only a 50% tuition scholarship for master’s students. 
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